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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

\, \:, Event: Intervie~'o'4
-. ':.':'I.. loivision~--------------------- ...

T~, of Event: Interview

Date: \r;>ecember 4, 2003

SpeciaI',Ac~~ss Issues: None

Prepared &:1:,: (:,~roline Barnes

Teamnumbentiv

Location: FBI lfe~d<ia,~rters/S IOC

Participants Non-Commission: DOJ Assistant General Counsel Bob Sinton

Participants - commissl'~~: C~roline Barnes and Peter Rundlet

Background. I 9/11 Closed by Statute Ispent 24
years with the C~l:A~I-------------------~~;';;'~.

9/11 Classified Information

'Mark Miller, another CIA detailee to~--~~----~----~~~--~~~~~~the FBI, became the head of the new Office of Intelligence and the Deputy Assistant
Director of the CT Anal sis Branch. Twent. -five ClA analysts were detailed to the FBI
along with Mille ecame an FBI employee

CIA Analyst Detailees. Most of the detailees had volunteered for the assignment. They
had a mix of backgrounds - some were analysts and some were managers/editors. Only a
couple of them had CT expertise. They formed a Strategic Assessments and Analysis
Unit. From the CIA's perspective, the experience was.a negative r:=lund the
FBI culture and Information Technology (IT) systems frustrating. hinks they
helped to change the culture with regard to analysis because the TO uce some good
products. The detail assignment was for only one year, an ' hinks it should
have been for two years. After the experience of this group, the IA likely will not detail
any more analysts. CIA managers will not force people to come, and at this point no one
is likely to volunteer. Only one of the detailees is now working CT matters at the CIA.
The Counterterrorism Center is a "closed shop," and the analysts may have been
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\ \~\\FBI cUI~re;1 land Mille,r broug~t in a consultant (a sy~tems anal,Yst) to, review
\ \.\. the Flsl's inte hgence process. While she didn't complete the review, she did advise that
\. \.. itwould take 5 to 7 years for the FBI to effect the necessary cultural change. The Office
\.. .. of Intelligence is now reviewing the process,

\\ \1\ \" ", ", rants to "kill" the "support" terminology,

The. Analyst-Special Agent relationship is "uneven," in part because it is still driven to
som"',exteni"by personalities.

The fact that the ..FBI has an agent/operational culture is not necessarily bad, but the FBI
needs to\~reatall ·~.~ofessionalspecialties as important.

., ·'.~elieves"ih~t the FBI needs a "top to bottom" educational process on
mtelhgence~ ..They need to educate new agents from the beginning, and have to
constantly art~.~ulate that ..~~is is part of the FBI's mission.

The Office of ·1.~telligenc~~1 ~escribed. Maureen Baginski, the Executive
Assistant Director (EAD) for Intelhgence, as "dynamic," "close to the Director," and "on
the right track." Mark Miller didn't have the "clout" to affect change because at that
point the Office of'Intelligence was part of the CT Division. While Baginski is not an
agent, which presents a challenge, she has a direct line to the Director. So she can make
things happen "by cr~king heads."

Baginski wants to create a Special Agent intelligence position, These agents would
specialize in intelligence"'~.ollection.

An analytic Section Chief~"I"-------------'1 will be dual-hatted,
reporting to their own DiviSIOn heads and to BagInski.

•

•

"tainted" by their time at the FBI. None of them wanted to go to the Terrorist Threat
Integration Center (TTlC), because it's not a "career service" position.

The Office of Intelligence needs come up with a standard policy for rating performance -
they need a competitive system. They also need to complete intelligence sharing policies
and procedures to ensure that it's happening in the correct way. This would address what
the Bureau should send to state and local law enforcement, foreign services, etc. Also,
each Division comes up with its own collection requirements now and the Office of
Intelligence needs to determine these and prioritize them for the entire FBI.

Information Technology. The FBI's IT systems are antiquated and key to the Bureau's
success in the intelligence area. Coming up with a "push" dissemination system is key.
It is important that incoming mail get pushed electronically to analysts rather than their
having to look through all of it each day for what is relevant to them, He and Miller
wrote a "blind memo" (along with a working group of strategic and tactical analysts)
containing their recommendations for a new system, and he believes it is informing the
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\.?~,:',\.;\~,:,~,~"~,:::;,~,~""""",:",, current information data warehouse effort, which will pull information from many
different "buckets," including the Virtual Case File (VCF) system, etc. He said that

.:: ... -:', "Chilead" is the name of the toolthat will 'do this. '\ \.

~ \\:;~C~~ still the F~;;~e~~;f~~~:t:a:nwanaeementSYSlt·! personnel have L
\... \,::...,ia "n their desktops, ut t e field does not. The Field needs resources in
. \>f er to expan or build SCIFs and purchase the necessary equipment. The Field needs

...... to.'··see this USIC information because it may have relevance to an individual field office,
\\arl4::,\~~generate leads or provide edification.

'nte (?,~fi't.~of Intelligence must ensure that analysts have input into the development of
the IT"'~'yst'~ms- they cannot be geared solely to case management. The FBI is planning
10"I?~er.i~y.ralytiG tools on V~F, but it would h.ave bee~ good to buil? these in from the
begl,~mg.:,,_ \.... rou1d like one system with the high and low side together.

Wh~ "'\ '....tmved, there were. 120 Intelink terminals in the building. Now, all CI
and 1 anaiy.~,~sha\~ access to Intehnk on their desktop.

Role of FBI A~'~lysd ~aid that Baginski has an image of an analyst who can
perform in all of'the three areas she's identified: 1) tactical, 2) strategic, and 3) reports
officer. This may\vork in ideal circumstances, but analysts need to develop core skills in
each of those areas:1 bas done all three kinds of work in his career and believes

• not everyone is suited to all three. The FBI may not want the more strategic folks doing
reports officer work, for example. He thinks Baginski wants to have to design only one
training program due to resource issues, and having one Intelligence Analyst with three
work roles allows for this. Baginski also has tried to ensure that there is no hierarchy
among the positions by having all three go up to the same GS level. However, it's
unclear whether an agent can supervise analysts who are at the same grade as the agent or
perhaps higher. He believes that Baginski wants to create a position analogous to the
analyst position elsewhere in the US Intelligence Community. Field analysts will be
mostly operations specialists (tactical) and reports officers. There might be Intelligence

. , Analysts (strategic) in the New York office, and perhaps elsewhere to provide a regional
\ \ view, but most strategic analysts will be at FBI HQ.

\I ~ould like to keep an.alysts in their position for 3-5 years, an.d this would
\. allow them to develop an expertise and understand the context of a particular area. Once
\ the analysts get over the "learning hump" and they can then be rotated and become
\ "super-analysts."

I ~elieves that one cannot conduct analysis separately from operations at either
the FBI or CIA. It's more finely grained analysis than that done in the rest of the
Intelligence Community. Not everything is in a system, so you need to interact with your
counterparts, go to meetings with operational personnel, etc., in order to stay plugged in .
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CT Analysis Section. He and Miller
came up with the struc ure or t s ecnon m consu tation WIt other leaders and based in
part on pre-existing entities. The Section is staffed with strategic analysts. The
Operations Specialists in the CT operational sections are putting FISA packages together.
Prior to that they were "targeting analysts." The strategic analysts do executive level
briefings and some targeting work. All analysts and agents are co-located because the
Bureau's IT systems are not what they should be.

The Analyst Hiring Process. The Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSA) process is
"screwed up." It's a "shock" because other arncies are exempt from some of the civil
service requirements (CIA, GSA). I feels that the Director needs special
authorities so that he can hire more quickly. For examPle, the CIA can move quickly to
bring contractors on board (Personal Services Contracts). Imay try to hire
contractors. He's trying to get a permanent posting up for analysts as with the agent
position. Instead ofposting a position for two weeks at atime for each analyst work role,
a permanent posting would allow the FBI to hi~eanalysts.when ood ones applied and
then divvy them up according to their skills and Bureau needs. ants to hire
people who are suited to particular positions, arid people with t eng t egrees for those
jobs. He doesn't want to just plug people in anY,where.: !
Terrorist Watch and Warning Unit. Kevin Glblin is the Unit Chief, and his Unit is
responsible for processing information other Unt,tswrite up. They keep a database to
track the status of Bureau documents and get them disseminated,

Threat Assessments. They are discussing what to do with t~e threat side of things. His
Section produces the broader threat assessments (national-level ones), they also produce'
functional assessments (regarding techniques, etc.). Th~ Weapons of Mass Destruction
(WMD) Unit in the Domestic Terrorism (DT) Section does some TA work because they
must respond whenlifthese events occur. The FBJ's National Threat Center (headed up
by Tom Donlon, former ASAC in NY) ensures th~t the fhr1'atsare covered.

TraiDing.1 ~~ovidedinput for the College of!AI/alytical Studies Basics Course.
He wants a shorl course 'on analytic tradecraft to erisurelthat everyone is on the same page
in that area. He also wants ..~ course for analytic managers; and intensive language
training for analysts. He's submitted these proposals td Baginski,

Performance Metrics. With r~~d to source deve\op~Jnt, if you evaluate success in a
purely quantitative fashion, you will get a lot of sources but not necessarily good ones.
The process needs to be somewhat subjective, and you in¢edto be careful about what you
count. You don't want the rigor of thesystem to get\,ini~heway of the work (i.e., the way
an overly robust inspections regimen might), You have/to rate performance, but you
need to measure impact, and it's hard to measure tha~ih the intelligence area. For
example, in the Lackawanna Six case, analystsmanaged to identify finans.ial elrents
and the impact was significant, but this doesn't h~pper!all the ti~~.1 as a
production plan with he attempts to adhere to, butother things always come up so he
cannot really hold people to it. \\ \j ./ ...-
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National JTTF. This is a data collection effort. For example, NJTTF personnel have
interviewed crop duster owners, flight crews, and owners of dive shops. They've done a
lot of good work.

Relationship with TTIC, Department of Homeland Security. He understands the
TTlC concept, but thinks we keep creating different organizations to do the same thing

Ie, JITF/CT etc .. He wonders ifMI-5's
is a model.

~e~~no~s~u~re~1~w~o~u~~e~a~go~o~~l~e~a~or~~eUS to try t"'o-c-re-a-te-su-c~h-an--en-t""!"'it-y-,~be-c-a-u-se~it
might be too large. Moreover, he doesn't think it's a great idea to create a new agency in
the midst of a war. The FBI supports TTIC. It has sent a number of analysts there (new
ones). Anything of a terrorism threat nature that should go to the President goes to TTIC
first (for the President's Terrorism Threat Report or PTTR). The coordination process is
difficult, however.

\ "I b~lieves that ~':lear lines .o~authority" are needed between FBI, DRS, TIIC,
\ and CWb~A. Competitive analysis IS good, but .... DHS needs to complete
\ vulnerabilities assessments (regarding power outages, etc.). He thinks that with regard to
\ border security, DHS as a brilliant idea because there were too many entities operating in
\ this area.

'I.. .. thinks that TIlC should playa limited role, only evaluating threats .

Interaction with the CIA. The CIA doesn't have to worry about the consequences of its
reporting because it doesn't have to do anything about it. The CIA has some strong
views on its analysis and its correctness, and when they write on threats to the homeland
and don't coordinate it with the FBI, that's a problem. Coordination with the FBI always
takes longer because FBI HQ has to check with the Field. Despite all this he thinks the
FBI and CIA coordinate fairly well in his area - it helps that he knows a lot of his CIA
counterparts. And while the CIA still wants to run everything overseas, there are success
stories involving joint FBI-CIA cooperation.

The CIA has a more passive approach to handling information because it's all electronic.

With warning, you have to provide the information immediately, you cannot wait to
corroborate the threat. There has to be a balance struck here. One cannot disseminate
every analytical thought, but must get potential threat information out immediately.

The CIA often classifies its infonnat~.9n1 Iwhich is really unhelpful. They need to
create a tearline portion classified-at the lowest possible level for all threat information.

The Future of the ~Bl~··the Bureau can do intelligence, but it win take sustained effort
and time. They'reon the right track. There are legal and political issues associated with
splitting out-the intelligence function and creating a domestic spy agency. The FBI is the
onlylaw enforcement/intelligence agency around. In many foreign countries they are

....more comfortable talking with our law enforcement officers than with our intelligence
·9/ 11 C1ass i f i ed
Information
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offi~'ei'i I Also, the FBI can offer law enforcement training which helps
with liaIson In the C I area.

The 315 investigative classification allows the FBI to open an intelligence case and do
something about it - the agent can use lots of tools available on the criminal side (deport,
flip, jail, etc.).

The FBI's CT function must be a centralized, national program. The CIA is run that way.

Other Needs in the Analysis Area.

• Reach their full staffing level and train new hires
• Improve the IT system
• Get information to the Field
• Have reporting processes in place, training people on what is significant
• Create a career path/training program

All of these things will aid in achieving the necessary cultural change. Right now there is
a lot of great work being done with lousy tools.

Would Current Structure Have Prevented 9111? Probably not. There was a massive
amount of reporting on the threat overseas, and the FBI only had two weeks to locate
Hazmi and Midhar. Even if they had located them, there were 17 others involved. Was
Moussaoui actually involved in the 9-11 plot? He isn't sure. The 19 hijackers appeared
to do nothing illegal, and they came in clean, committed and willing to die. He thinks the
FBI would have a better chance now of stopping such an attack, but it would still be
tough.
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